Orka Hybird
Orka Hybird is the most advanced MRLgeared domestic lift 100% Made In
Italy and designed by Vipal ! Its innovative drive system offers increased
energy efficiency and an optimal ride comfort. Elektra Eva is Vipal
newborn home lift that, thanks to its reduced mechanic, is perfect for any
public and private buildings with low and medium traffic.
Orka Hybird is a stylish furniture perfect for any atmosphere: it suited
to any available spaces and it has the ability to enrich your world of pure
beauty and comfort.

Microprocessor
Fujitsu, 144Mhz, 32 bit, 2 Mbyte internal memory,
lMbyte flash RAM.

Remote control
Thanks to our dedicated deviceyou can use the GSM as a line simulator for the
telephone dialer and as a DATA transfer for the remote control. By the use of
laptop or APP, it is possible to monitor the lift, to make calls, to request the list of
breakdowns, the reset and the modification of the parameters.

Bluetooth
Using the dedicated APP fromyour mobile, tabletyou can connect to the lift control panel via Bluetooth to make all the usual functions of the keypad.

Advanced Keypad
TheAdvanced keypad allows the users to easily upgrade and archive all software
parameters on SD Card.
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GEARMOTOR
Silent, efficient, reliable GearMotor -100%
Made In Italy.

COATED ROPES
Silent, efficient, reliable GearMotor 100%
Made In Italy.

BI-DIRECTIONAL
SAFETY GEAR
Global cost saving
Smaller ropes andpulleys diameters reduce the lift investment,
maintenance and operational.
Enjoy the best ride comfort! Thepolymer coating eliminates and
absorbs the lift vibrations for a comfortable and smooth travel.
costs up to 40% of the elevator global cost!

LOAD WEIGHING
SYSTEM
Silent, efficient, reliable GearMotor 100%
Made In Italy.

BIDIRECTIONAL
OVERSPEED GOVERNOR
Compact overspeed governor which offers
the maximum safety with a small footprint.
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Flexibility
It can be installed indoor or out
door, in concrete or metal shaft.

Silent
Orka Hybird lifts guarantee an
excellent acoustic comfort.
Orka Hybird
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Lowest Energy Consumption
Technical innovation and the use of uniques
materials make Orka Hybird among the lifts with the
lowest consumption the sector.

Top Safety
Orka Hybird safety devices on par with the most
advanced elevators, among the safest homelifts on
the market
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DETAILS

SPECIFICATION

Orka Hybird
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Technical Catalogue

The Choice of the right system at your fingertips
A rich catalog of technical feasibility always at hand for a
quick and simply consultation. Contact our sales team on
the website to get offer.
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SLIM

S30

Slim is the new metal structure for internal installations manufactured by Vipal SpA which suited to
every available spaces and it is perfect for narrow
shafts. Thanks to the geometry of its uppercuts and
side doors, Slim shaft guarantees the maximum span
of the doorway obtainable from the space in which
it is installed. Available ingalvanized metal sheet or in
stainless steel SB or BAA/SI 3041316,Slim metal shaft
realizes a perfect harmony if combined with Vipal
home lifts and elevators. SLIM shaft is perfect also for
lifts of a different manufacturer

S30 is the metal shaft manufactured by Vipal SpA,
both for internal and external installations, perfect for
home lifts without car doors and for elevators with
automatic folding doors. With theglass positioning on
the domestic side and the wind brackets up the crossbars, the metal structure S30 guarantees the biggest
lift car possible and a smooth and continuous wall on
the inside of the structure. Available ingalvanized metal sheet or instainless steel SBor BAA/SI 3041316,S30
metal shaft can be accompanied by all Vipal SpA accessories: footbridges, roofs and hardenings of various kinds. S30 metal shaft is perfect also for lifts from
a different manufacturer

AF

VSA

AF is the new metal shaft manufactured by Vipal SpA
for external installations which does not require silicon coating and with the easy glass assembly from
outside. Theglass situated out of the crossbarprojections realize a frontage almost totally stained glass.
full-glass effect! Available in galvanized metal sheet or
in stainless steel SB or BAA/SI 3041316,AF metal shaft
can be accompanied by all Vipal SpA accessories:
footbridges, roofs and hardenings of various kinds.
AF metal shaft is perfect also for lifts of a different
manufacturer.

VSAis the first metal shaft manufactured by Vipal SpA!
Perfect for both internal and external installations. the
VSA metal shaft reaches its maximum efficiency if
combined with an elevator or home lift with car and
floor sliding doors. Available ingalvanized metal sheet
or in stainless steel SB or BAA/SI 3041316,VSA shaft
can be accompanied by all Vipal SpA accessories:
footbridges, roofs and hardenings of various kinds.
The metal shaft type VSA is available also for lifts of a
different manufacturer.

Orka Hybird
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Cabin Catalogue
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Linen

Cotton

Beige

White

Acero

Carpino

Olmo

Perera

Travertino

Granito

Trama

Satin

Orkan Hybird

Shabby

Skin
White

Beige

Similinox

Linen

Cotton

Shabby

Acero

Olmo

Perera

Carpino

Travertino

Granito

Semipolished
BA

Mirror

Trama

Dama

Lino

Special

1013

1019

7006

7044

7047

8019

Wood

Stone

Inox (AISI 304 - Aisi 316
Satin SB

Ral Selection
9016

Door & Metal Shafet Structure
Marble White

Aged Iron

Sage Green

Marble Green

Bronze

Sideral Black

Marble Gray

Marble Beige

Pine White

Lunar Gray

Fossil Brown

Vintage Zinc

Floor
Lunar Antarcite

Orka Hybird
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Home Lift Supplier

Made in Europe

